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Synopsis
The collection represents 12 years pre-occupation with the questions
of finding sources, understanding them and using them. It takes history
in a broad sense to embrace sub-disciplines like history of economics,
history of libraries,· and the historical approach to economics itself.
The unifying factor is my career as a teacher of library and
information studies. This has made it ~lear to me that for a worthwhile
contribution on the subject of source materials for history it is necessary
not only to be able to trace such materials and explain their content but
also to have the insight into their significance that only using them to
produce a finished scholarly publication oneself can give. Each of the
publications submitted reflects some facet or other of these three.
The material is arranged in four groupings, though there is overlap
between them in many cases. They are archive sources, biographical sources,
bibliographical sources and what might loosely be termed methodological
considerations.
The first group, archive sources, begins with Economists Papers which
is still the prime source consulted by researchers interested in the history
of British and Irish economics. There is also an account of the project (3)
and two articles (2 and 4) exploiting sources which were discovered as a
result of the Economists· Papers project. The last two show that this was
not a mere collecting exercise but did involve an appreciation of the sources
sufficient to result in articles publishable in refereed journals. Three
other articles in this group (5, 6 and 7) are based on some work done in
the 1980s on the attention which libraries pay to the records of their own
administration.
The section on bibliographical sources relates to four separate pieces
of work - a survey of recent work on British library history (also discussed
in 7); a British Library Research and Development Department project on
current collection of potential source publications; an author bibliography
with biographical introduction (which also sprang to some extent from the
Economists Papers project); an account of bibliography and local studies
in Britain and Europe.
The biographical sources section is concerned with collecti~~
biography or prosopography. 12 and 17 are comments on this type of source
16 is a sample only (another publication, not submitted, Who's Who in Economics
contains 300 such articles plus much questionnaire-based material on living
economists) of biographical collecting to create sources of this kind and
13, 14 and 15 exploit broad biographical resources for historical purposes
though 15 is merely a reworking of 14 with the value of sources stressed
more explic i tly.
The articles grouped together under methodology are more varied and
attempt to show how sources, primary and secondary, can be used to better
effect in subject areas represented in the other sections.
Though the items are on the face of it extremely miscellaneous, they
all spring from the central concern that historical researchers should
have good information about sources and to exploit them effectively.
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